>J,
-fa, 
(F,G)->F*G, where F* G(/) = G( F f).
It is easy to see that each of ° and * is a Banach algebra multiplication on A** extending the original algebra multiplication on A. We call ° (respectively *) the first (second) Arens multiplication on A**.
The algebra formed by A** with its first Arens multiplication will be denoted by (A**, °). The second dual of (A**, °) with its first Arens multiplication will be denoted by (A 4 *, 00 ), and with its second by (A 4 *, 0 *). In the same way, the algebras (A 4 *,* 0 ) and (A 4 *, **) are second duals of (A**, *). Where there is no possibility of confusion, we may write simply °° for the algebra (A 4 *, 00 ) etc.
Because the canonical embedding of an algebra into its second dual is always a homomorphism, the maps Proof. Necessity is given in the course of Proposition 2. Sufficiency will be proved here in the case when e*: °° -» ° is a homomorphism (the other cases are proved in the same way).
Let F in A** be fixed. The map e*:A 4 *-»A** is surjective as is also the map e*: A 4 *-» A** (where the suffix 1 on a space denotes its unit ball), and these two maps are continuous when their domains and ranges are given their weak* topologies. Now consider the following diagram
It is easy to prove that the diagram commutes when e*:°°-» ° is a homomorphism. The weak* continuity of x follows from the fact that for any Banach algebra B, the mapping xt-»y°x in B** is weak* continuous provided that yee o (B) where e o :B-*B** is the natural embedding; see [2, p. 311] . By applying Lemma 3 we deduce that w is weak* continuous on the right on (A**)^ Now the regularity of A follows since the first Arens product is seen to be separately weak* continuous; see Theorem 1 of (2 Conversely, assume that all 2 k possible Arens multiplications on A 2k * coincide. Then by Theorem 4 it follows that e* k -x is a homomorphism.
Corollary 5 Proof. W e will only give the proof that A is regular when e * * :°-* * * is a But the right hand side of the latter equality is e£*(F* G)(cr) since e**: * -»• ** always is a homomorphism. Thus F°G(e*(<r)) = F*G(e*(cr)), and the proof is completed by recalling that e?:A 3 *-» A* is a surjection. 
